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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to agricultural bal-
ers, and, more particularly, to agricultural square balers
having a bale ejection system.
[0002] Agricultural harvesting machines, such as bal-
ers, are used to consolidate and package crop material
so as to facilitate the storage and handling of the crop
material for later use. In the case of hay, a mower-con-
ditioner is typically used to cut and condition the crop
material for windrow drying in the sun. In the case of
straw, an agricultural combine discharges non-grain crop
material from the rear of the combine defining the straw
(such as wheat or oat straw) which is to be picked up by
the baler. The cut crop material is typically raked and
dried, and a baler, such as a large square baler or round
baler, straddles the windrows and travels along the win-
drows to pick up the crop material and form it into bales.
[0003] On a large square baler, a pickup unit at the
front of the baler gathers the cut and windrowed crop
material from the ground. The pickup unit includes a pick-
up roll, and optionally may include other components
such as side shields, stub augers, wind guard, etc.
[0004] A packer unit is used to move the crop material
from the pickup unit to a duct or pre-compression cham-
ber. The packer unit forms a wad of crop within the pre-
compression chamber, which is then transferred to a
main bale chamber. (For purposes of discussion, the
charge of crop material within the pre-compression
chamber will be termed a "wad", and the charge of crop
material after being compressed within the main bale
chamber will be termed a "flake"). Typically such a packer
unit includes packer tines or forks to move the crop ma-
terial from the pickup unit into the pre-compression cham-
ber. Instead of a packer unit it is also known to use a
rotor cutter unit, which chops the crop material into small-
er pieces.
[0005] A stuffer unit transfers the wad of crop material
in charges from the pre-compression chamber to the
main bale chamber. Typically such a stuffer unit includes
stuffer forks which are used to move the wad of crop
material from the pre-compression chamber to the main
bale chamber, in sequence with the reciprocating action
of a plunger within the main bale chamber.
[0006] In the main bale chamber, the plunger com-
presses the wad of crop material into flakes to form a
bale and, at the same time, gradually advances the bale
toward the outlet of the bale chamber. The plunger re-
ciprocates, back and forth, toward and away from the
discharge end of the baler. When enough flakes have
been added and the bale reaches a full (or other prede-
termined) size, a number of knotters are actuated which
wrap and tie twine, cord or the like around the bale while
it is still in the main bale chamber. The twine is cut and
the formed baled is ejected out the back of the baler as
a new bale is formed.

[0007] Bale ejection systems typically move a bale
through and/or out of the main bale chamber during op-
eration of the baler. For example, EP 3 064 055 A1 dis-
closes a partial bale ejection system with an actuator
which drives a ram and attached tines for engagement
of the tines into a rearmost bale and ejection of the bale
from the outlet of bale chamber. The actuator, ram and
tines are all positioned within a floor slat which extends
to the outlet of the bale chamber.
[0008] What is needed in the art is an agricultural baler
with a bale ejection system which effectively ejects a rear-
most bale from the bale chamber to the discharge chute.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention provides an agricultural
baler with a bale ejection system which extends rearward
of the bale chamber outlet, thereby more effectively dis-
charging the bale onto the discharge chute.
[0010] The invention is directed to an agricultural baler
according to claim 1. The baler includes a main bale
chamber for the compressing of crop material into bales.
The main bale chamber has a floor and an outlet for dis-
charge of compressed crop material in the form of bales.
The floor terminates at a rearward end adjacent to the
outlet of the main bale chamber and includes a plurality
of floor slats positioned side-by-side to each other and
extending toward the outlet. A center slat of the plurality
of floor slats has a slot formed in a portion of a length of
its top surface adjacent to the bale chamber. A bale ejec-
tion system is incorporated in the floor.
[0011] The bale ejection system is arranged to move
and eject a rearward most bale proximate to the outlet
of the main bale chamber and comprises an actuator,
tines and a tine extension/retraction device, wherein the
tines extend through the slot in the top surface. The bale
ejection system comprises an extension of the center slat
which is integral with or separate from and attached to
the center floor slat, and which continuously extends lon-
gitudinally past the outlet of the main bale chamber and
the rearward end of the floor.
[0012] The baler can include a discharge chute posi-
tioned at the outlet of the main bale chamber for receiving
a bale from the bale ejection system. The discharge chute
has a pair of spaced apart side rails and a cross member
extending between the side rails adjacent to the outlet of
the main bale chamber. The cross member is configured
to accommodate the extension which extends past the
rearward end of the floor. In one embodiment, the cross
member can be a plate having a cutout which receives
the extension therein.
[0013] An advantage of the present invention is that
the bale ejection system effectively ejects the rearmost
bale onto the discharge chute.
[0014] Another advantage is that the bale ejection sys-
tem can be used with minimal modifications to the dis-
charge chute at the rear of the baler.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The above-mentioned and other features and
advantages of this invention, and the manner of attaining
them, will become more apparent and the invention will
be better understood by reference to the following de-
scription of embodiments of the invention taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a perspective cutaway view showing the
internal workings of a large square baler, which in-
cludes a bale ejection system of the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the floor of the main
bale chamber illustrating the bale ejection system
used in the baler of Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a partial cut-away view showing the bale
ejection system fully retracted in the floor of Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is another partial cut-away view similar to Fig.
3 showing the partial bale ejection system still fully
retracted in the floor of Figs. 2 and 3, but with the
tines extended;
Fig. 5 is another partial cut-away view similar to Figs.
3 and 4 showing the bale ejection system fully ex-
tended in the floor of Figs. 2 -4, with the tines ex-
tended, having ejected a rearmost bale;
Fig. 6 is yet another partial cut-away view similar to
Figs. 3-5 showing the bale ejection system fully ex-
tended in the floor of Figs. 2 -4, with the tines retract-
ed;
Fig. 7 illustrates another embodiment of a bale ejec-
tion system of the present invention;
Fig. 8 illustrates the bale ejection system of Fig. 7,
attached to the discharge chute at the rear of the
baler;
Fig. 9 illustrates yet another embodiment of a bale
ejection system of the present invention, attached to
the discharge chute at the rear of the baler; and
Fig. 10 illustrates still another embodiment of a bale
ejection system of the present invention, attached to
the discharge chute at the rear of the baler.

[0016] Corresponding reference characters indicate
corresponding parts throughout the several views. The
exemplifications set out herein illustrate embodiments of
the invention, and such exemplifications are not to be
construed as limiting the scope of the invention in any
manner.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0017] Referring now to the drawings, and more par-
ticularly to Fig. 1, there is shown a perspective cutaway
view showing the internal workings of a large square baler
10. The baler 10 operates on a two stage feeding system.
Crop material is lifted from windrows into the baler 10
using a pickup unit 12. The pickup unit 12 includes a
rotating pickup roll 14 with tines 16 which move the crop

rearward toward a packer unit 18. An optional pair of stub
augers (one of which is shown, but not numbered) are
positioned above the pickup roll 14 to move the crop ma-
terial laterally inward. The packer unit 18 includes packer
tines 20 which push the crop into a pre-compression
chamber 22 to form a wad of crop material. The packer
tines 20 intertwine the crop together and pack the crop
within the pre-compression chamber 22. The pre-com-
pression chamber 22 and the packer tines 20 function
as the first stage for crop compression. Once the pres-
sure in the pre-compression chamber 22 reaches a pre-
determined sensed value, a stuffer unit 24 moves the
wad of crop from the pre-compression chamber 22 to a
main bale chamber 26. The stuffer unit 24 includes stuffer
forks 28 which thrust the wad of crop directly in front of
a plunger 30, which reciprocates within the main bale
chamber 26 and compresses the wad of crop into a flake.
The stuffer forks 28 return to their original stationary state
after the wad of material has been moved into the main
bale chamber 26. The plunger 30 compresses the wads
of crop into flakes to form a bale and, at the same time,
gradually advances the bale toward an outlet 32 of the
main bale chamber 26. The main bale chamber 26 and
the plunger 30 function as the second stage for crop com-
pression. When enough flakes have been added and the
bale reaches a full (or other predetermined) size, knotters
34 are actuated which wrap and tie twine around the bale
while it is still in the main bale chamber 26. Needles 36
bring the lower twine up to the knotters 34 and the tying
process then takes place. The twine is cut and the formed
bale is ejected from a discharge chute 38 as a new bale
is formed.
[0018] The plunger 30 is connected via a crank arm 40
with a gear box 42. The gear box 42 is driven by a flywheel
44, which in turn is connected via a drive shaft 46 with
the power take-off (PTO) coupler 48. The PTO coupler
48 is detachably connected with the PTO spline at the
rear of the traction unit, such as a tractor (not shown).
The PTO coupler 48, the drive shaft 46 and the flywheel
44 together define a portion of a driveline 50, which pro-
vides rotative power to the gearbox 42. The flywheel 44
has a sufficient mass to carry the plunger 30 through a
compression stroke as power is applied to the drive shaft
46 by the traction unit (not shown).
[0019] Now, additionally referring to Fig. 2, there is
shown a partially cutout view of part of the main bale
chamber 26, and more particularly a floor 52 of the main
bale chamber 26. The floor 52 has several bale support
members or floor slats 54 upon which the bales slide as
they are formed in the baler 10. The slats 54 may have
a plastic lining or insert for low friction movement of the
bales. Two of the slats 54 are cutout in Fig. 2 to show a
bale ejection system 56 that has two actuators (such as
hydraulic cylinders, not shown) to move the bales in the
main bale chamber 26. The bale ejection system 56 has
multiple tines 58 located along the length of the main bale
chamber 26 to engage the bales for pushing the formed
bales. The tines 58 are biased upwardly so that they will
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engage the bale as the bale ejection system 56 pushes
toward the rear of the main bale chamber 26. The tines
58, although being biased upward, disengage from the
bales in a ratcheting manner relative to the bales as the
bale ejection system 56 moves away from the outlet 32.
[0020] There is also illustrated another bale ejection
system 60, also referred to as a partial bale ejection sys-
tem 60. The term "partial" refers to the length of the sys-
tem relative to the main bale chamber 26 and not to a
bale that is of a smaller size. The partial bale ejection
system 60 includes an actuator 62, tines 64 and a tine
extension/retraction device 66. The partial bale ejection
system 60 is tasked with the ejection of the rearmost bale
on the floor 52 to, and out of, the outlet 32. It is contem-
plated that the partial bale ejection system 60 can operate
independently or in coordination with the bale ejection
system 56. For example, the partial bale ejection system
60 could move each time the bale ejection system 56
moved to thereby distribute the load of moving the bales.
The partial bale ejection system 60 operates independent
of the bale ejection system 56, in that when the baling
operation in the field is complete the operator can trigger
the partial bale ejection system 60 to move the most rear-
ward bale out of the main bale chamber 26 through the
outlet 32, so that the bale will not be in the baler 10 and
potentially become dislodged during transport of baler
10 to another field. The partial bale ejection system 60
also serves to lighten the load carried by the baler 10
during transport by expelling the rearmost bale.
[0021] The partial bale ejection system 60 also in-
cludes an extension 70 which extends past (rearward of)
the outlet 32 of the bale chamber 26 (shown schemati-
cally as a dashed line in Fig. 2). The extension 70 func-
tions to move the rearmost bale further past the outlet 32
(compared with conventional designs), ensuring the dis-
charge of the rearmost bale onto the discharge chute 38.
In the embodiment shown in Fig. 2, the extension 70 is
an integral extension of the center slat 54C associated
with the partial bale ejection system 60. Thus, if the center
slat 54C is a bent, extruded or otherwise formed piece,
the extension 70 can likewise be a bent, extruded or oth-
erwise formed piece that is integral with the center slat
54C. In the specific embodiment shown, the center slat
54C and extension 70 each have a generally square
cross section with a slot (not numbered) formed in a por-
tion of the length of the top surface adjacent to the bale
chamber 26. The tines 64 of the bale ejection system 60
extend through the slot in the top surface. It is to be un-
derstood that the slats 54 and extension 70 can also have
other suitable cross sectional shapes. Additionally, it is
possible that the extension 70 can be a separate piece
that is attached to the center slat 54C.
[0022] Although the partial bale ejection system 60 is
shown having an extension 70, it is also to be understood
that the bale ejection system 56 can also include one or
more extensions which extend past the outlet 32 of the
bale chamber 26. For example, the bale ejector 56A
and/or 56B could include an integral or attached exten-

sion 70 which would extend past (rearward of) the outlet
32 of the bale chamber 26. Configured in this manner,
the bale ejector 56A and/or 56B could also assist in eject-
ing a rearmost bale past the outlet 32 of the bale chamber.
[0023] For purposes of this disclosure, the outlet 32 of
the bale chamber 26 is assumed to lie coincident with
the rearward end of the floor 52, defined by the floor slats
54. The plurality of floor slats 54 are positioned side-by-
side to each other and extend toward the outlet 32, with
the extension 70 extending longitudinally past the rear-
ward end of the floor 52 and outlet 32.
[0024] Now, additionally referring to Figs. 3-6, there is
shown a sequence of events that take place during the
cycling of the partial bale ejection system 60. In Fig. 3,
the partial bale ejection system 60 is in a retracted, inac-
tivated state, and the bales move on the slats 54 there-
above with the tines 64 being in a retracted position. Hav-
ing the tines 64 in a retracted position advantageously
prevents wearing of the tines 64 as the crop material of
the bales move in a rearward direction.
[0025] In Fig. 4, the partial bale ejection system 60 has
been activated such that the actuator 62 is in a partially
extended position and the tines 64 have been extended
by the extension/retraction device 66 prior to moving the
bale above. The actuator 62 can be, e.g., a hydraulic
cylinder under electronic control. The extension/retrac-
tion device 66 can be a separate actuator that carries
this process out; however, for purposes of discussion it
will be considered that the device 66 is a mechanism that
is driven by the actuator 62 and causes the tines 64 to
extend, which takes place prior to the actuator 62 driving
the bale in a rearward direction. For example, the exten-
sion/retraction device 66 can include a spring that biases
the tine 64 to an extended position.
[0026] In Fig. 5, the actuator 62 has been fully extended
in a direction 68 and the rearmost bale that was above
will have passed out of the outlet 32 and onto the dis-
charge chute 38. The bale or bales setting forward of the
rearmost bale will remain substantially in place in the
main bale chamber 26.
[0027] In Fig. 6, a small movement of the actuator 62
in a direction opposite of direction 68 causes the tines
64 to retract before the device 66 moves toward the front
of the main bale chamber 26 as the actuator 62 retracts
to the position shown in Fig. 3. Again the retraction of the
tines 64 prevents wearing of the tines 64 as they are
moved or as the bales move on the floor 52.
[0028] Referring now to Figs. 7 and 8, there is shown
another embodiment of the bale ejection system 60 of
the present invention. In this embodiment, the bale ejec-
tion system 60 is likewise configured as a partial bale
ejection system, but differs in one aspect in that the ex-
tension 70 is separate from and attached to the center
floor slat 54C.
[0029] The discharge chute 38 is positioned at the out-
let 32 of the main bale chamber 26 for receiving a bale
from the bale ejection system 60. In the embodiment
shown, the discharge chute 38 is pivotally connected to
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the pair of brackets 72 at the rearward end of the floor
52. According to another aspect of the present invention,
the discharge chute 38 is configured in a manner which
accommodates the extension 70 of the bale ejection sys-
tem 60, allowing discharge of the bale further rearward
onto the discharge chute 38, while at the same time al-
lowing folding and unfolding of the discharge chute 38.
[0030] More specifically, the discharge chute 38 has a
pair of spaced apart side rails 74 (Fig. 8) and a cross
member 76 extending between the side rails 74 adjacent
to the outlet 32 of the main bale chamber 26. The cross
member 76 is configured to accommodate the extension
70 which extends past the rearward end of the floor 52.
In the illustrated embodiment, the cross member 76 is
configured as a C-shaped plate having a cutout 78 which
receives the extension 70 therein. The cutout 78 can be
generally rectangular shaped as viewed from the top (as
shown), with dimensions accommodating the extension
70, or can have a different suitable shape, depending on
the application.
[0031] Referring now to Fig. 9, there is shown another
embodiment of the bale ejection system 60 of the present
invention. In this embodiment, the bale ejection system
60 is likewise configured as a partial bale ejection system,
and the extension 70 is a separate piece that is attached
to the center floor slat 54C. In this embodiment, the cross
member 76 is configured as a C-shaped plate having a
cutout 78 which receives the extension 70 therein. Addi-
tionally, the cross member 76 also includes a pair of roll-
ers 82 which are mounted within cutouts 84 and rotatably
carried by the plate 76. The particular size and shape of
the cutouts 84 and rollers 82 can vary dependent on the
particular application.
[0032] Referring now to Fig. 10, there is shown yet an-
other embodiment of the bale ejection system of the
present invention. In this embodiment, each of the slats
54A, 54B and 54C includes an integral extension 70A,
70B, and 70C which extends rearward of the outlet 32.
The cross member 76 is configured as a C-shaped plate
having a cutout 78 which receives all three of the exten-
sions 70 therein.

Claims

1. An agricultural baler (10) comprising:

a main bale chamber (26) for the compressing
of crop material into bales, the main bale cham-
ber having a floor (52) and an outlet (32) for dis-
charge of compressed crop material in the form
of bales;
the floor (52) terminating at a rearward end ad-
jacent to the outlet (32) of the main bale chamber
(26) and including a plurality of floor slats (54)
positioned side-by-side to each other and ex-
tending toward the outlet (32), a center slat
(54C) of the plurality of floor slats (54) having a

slot formed in a portion of a length of its top sur-
face adjacent to the bale chamber (26);
a bale ejection system (60) incorporated in the
floor (52), the bale ejection system (60) being
arranged to move and eject a rearward most
bale proximate to the outlet (32) of the main bale
chamber (26) and comprising an actuator (62),
tines (64) and a tine extension/retraction device
(66), the tines (64) extending through the slot in
the top surface;
characterized in that:
the bale ejection system (60) comprises an ex-
tension (70) of the center slat (54C) which is
integral with or separate from and attached to
the center floor slat (54C), and which continu-
ously extends longitudinally past the outlet (32)
of the main bale chamber (26) and the rearward
end of the floor (52).

2. The agricultural baler (10) of claim 1, further includ-
ing a discharge chute (38) positioned at the outlet
(32) of the main bale chamber (26) for receiving a
bale from the bale ejection system (60), the dis-
charge chute (38) having a pair of space apart side
rails (74) and a cross member (76) extending be-
tween the side rails (74) adjacent to the outlet (32)
of the main bale chamber (26), the cross member
(76) being configured to accommodate the extension
(70) which extends past the rearward end of the floor
(52).

3. The agricultural baler (10) of claim 2, wherein the
cross member (76) includes a plate having at least
one cutout (78) which receives at least one extension
(70, 70A, 70B, 70C) therein.

4. The agricultural baler (10) of claim 3, wherein the
cutout (78) is generally rectangular shaped as
viewed from the top.

5. The agricultural baler (10) of claim 2, wherein the
cross member (76) includes a plate having at least
one cutout (78, 84) and/or at least one roller (82),
each said cutout (78, 84) being configured to receive
at least one roller (82) and/or at least one extension
(70, 70A, 70B, 70C) therein.

6. The agricultural baler (10) of claim 1, wherein the
bale ejection system (60) comprises a partial bale
ejection system (60) configured for partially ejecting
the rearward most bale from the outlet (32).

Patentansprüche

1. Landwirtschaftliche Ballenpresse (10) mit:

einer Hauptballenpresskammer (26) zum Pres-
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sen von Erntegutmaterial in Ballen, wobei die
Hauptballenpresskammer einen Boden (52)
und einen Auslass (32) zum Auswurf von ge-
presstem Erntegutmaterial in Form von Ballen
aufweist;
wobei der Boden (52) an einem hinteren Ende
neben dem Auslass (32) der Hauptballenpress-
kammer (26) endet und eine Mehrzahl von Bo-
denlatten (54) umfasst, die nebeneinander an-
geordnet sind und sich in Richtung des Auslas-
ses (32) erstrecken, wobei eine mittlere Latte
(54c) der Mehrzahl von Bodenlatten (54) einen
Spalt aufweist, der in einem Teil einer Länge
ihrer Oberfläche an die Ballenpresskammer (26)
angrenzend ausgebildet ist;
ein Ballenauswurfsystem (60), das im Boden
(52) umfasst ist, wobei das Ballenauswurfsys-
tem (60) dazu eingerichtet ist, nahe dem Aus-
lass (32) der Hauptballenpresskammer (26) ei-
nen hintersten Ballen zu bewegen und auszu-
werfen, und einen Antrieb (62), Zinken (64) und
eine Vorrichtung (66) zum Ein- und Ausfahren
der Zinken umfasst, wobei sich die Zinken (64)
durch den Spalt in der Oberfläche hindurch er-
strecken;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:
das Ballenauswurfsystem (60) eine Verlänge-
rung (70) der mittlere Latte (54c) umfasst, die
integral mit der mittleren Bodenlatte (54c) aus-
gebildet oder von der mittleren Bodenlatte (54c)
getrennt ausgebildet und an dieser befestigt ist,
und die sich kontinuierlich in Längsrichtung über
den Auslass (32) der Hauptballenpresskammer
(26) und über ein hinteres Ende des Bodens (52)
hinaus erstreckt.

2. Landwirtschaftliche Ballenpresse (10) nach An-
spruch 1, weiterhin umfassend eine Auswurfrutsche
(38), die am Auslass (32) der Hauptballenpresskam-
mer (26) zur Aufnahme eines Ballens vom Ballen-
auswurfsystem (60) angeordnet ist, wobei die Aus-
wurfrutsche (38) ein Paar von beabstandeten Sei-
tenleisten (74) und ein Querelement (76) umfasst,
das sich neben dem Auslass (32) der Hauptballen-
presskammer (26) zwischen den Seitenleisten (74)
erstreckt, wobei das Querelement (76) dazu einge-
richtet ist, die Verlängerung (70) aufzunehmen, die
sich über das hintere Ende des Bodens (52) hinaus
erstreckt.

3. Landwirtschaftliche Ballenpresse (10) nach An-
spruch 2, wobei das Querelement (76) eine Platte
mit zumindest einem Ausschnitt (78) umfasst, der
die Verlängerung (70, 70a, 70b, 70c) aufnimmt.

4. Landwirtschaftliche Ballenpresse (10) nach An-
spruch 3, wobei der Ausschnitt (78) von oben be-
trachtet im Wesentlichen rechteckig geformt ist.

5. Landwirtschaftliche Ballenpresse (10) nach An-
spruch 2, wobei das Querelement (76) eine Platte
mit zumindest einem Ausschnitt (78, 84) und/oder
zumindest einer Walze (82) umfasst, wobei jeder
Auslass (78, 84) dazu eingerichtet ist, zumindest ei-
ne Walze (82) und/oder zumindest eine Verlänge-
rung (70, 70a, 70b, 70c) aufzunehmen.

6. Landwirtschaftliche Ballenpresse (10) nach An-
spruch 1, wobei das Ballenauswurfsystem (60) ein
Teilballenauswurfsystem (60) umfasst, das zum teil-
weisen Auswerfen des hintersten Ballens aus dem
Auslass (32) eingerichtet ist.

Revendications

1. Ramasseuse-presse (10) agricole comprenant :

une chambre de compression principale (26)
destinée à comprimer une matière de récolte
pour former des balles, la chambre de compres-
sion principale comportant un plancher (52) et
une sortie (32) pour évacuer la matière de ré-
colte comprimée sous forme de balles ;
le plancher se terminant à une extrémité arrière
adjacente à la sortie (32) de la chambre de com-
pression principale (26) et incluant une pluralité
de lattes de plancher (54) positionnées côte à
côte et s’étendant vers la sortie (32), une latte
centrale (54C) des plusieurs lattes de plancher
(54) ayant une fente aménagée dans une partie
d’une longueur de sa surface supérieure adja-
cente à la chambre de compression (26) ;
un système d’éjection de balle (60) intégré au
plancher (52), le système d’éjection de balle (60)
étant agencé pour déplacer et éjecter la balle la
plus à l’arrière à proximité de la sortie (32) de la
chambre de compression principale (26) et com-
prenant un actionneur (62), des dents (64) et un
dispositif de déploiement / rétraction de dent
(66), les dents (64) s’étendant à travers la fente
dans la surface supérieure ;
caractérisée en ce que :
le système d’éjection de balle (60) comprend un
prolongement (70) de la latte centrale (54C) qui
est solidaire avec ou séparé de et fixé à la latte
de plancher centrale (54C), et qui s’étend de
façon continue longitudinalement au-delà de la
sortie (32) de la chambre de compression prin-
cipale (26) et de l’extrémité arrière du plancher
(52).

2. Ramasseuse-presse (10) agricole selon la revendi-
cation 1, comprenant en outre une goulotte d’éva-
cuation (38) positionnée à la sortie (32) de la cham-
bre de compression principale (26) pour recevoir une
balle du système d’éjection de balle (60), la goulotte
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d’évacuation (38) comportant deux rails latéraux es-
pacés (74) et une traverse (76) s’étendant entre les
rails latéraux (74) de façon adjacente à la sortie (32)
de la chambre de compression principale (26), la
traverse (76) étant configurée pour accueillir le pro-
longement (70) qui s’étend au-delà de l’extrémité ar-
rière du plancher (52).

3. Ramasseuse-presse (10) selon la revendication 2,
dans laquelle la traverse (76) comprend une plaque
comportant au moins une découpe (78) qui reçoit au
moins un prolongement (70, 70A, 70B, 70C) à l’in-
térieur de celle-ci.

4. Ramasseuse-presse agricole (10) selon la revendi-
cation 3, dans laquelle la découpe (78) a une forme
généralement rectangulaire vue du dessus.

5. Ramasseuse-presse agricole (10) selon la revendi-
cation 2, dans laquelle la traverse (76) comprend
une plaque comportant au moins une découpe (78,
84) et/ou au moins un rouleau (82), chaque dite dé-
coupe (78, 84) étant configurée pour accueillir au
moins un rouleau (82) et/ou au moins un prolonge-
ment (70, 70A, 70B, 70C) à l’intérieur de celle-ci.

6. Ramasseuse-presse agricole (10) selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans laquelle le système d’éjection de balle
(60) comprend un système d’éjection de balle partiel
(60) configuré pour éjecter partiellement la balle la
plus à l’arrière depuis la sortie (32).
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